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Supply List: There's a detailed supply list at the end of this tutorial. You can always substitute for 
what you already have.

Basic White, Petal Pink and Sweet Sorbet cardstock. Tea Boutique Designer Series Paper.•
Cup of Tea Bundle, Build A Butterfly Dies, Circles Collection Dies.•
Sweet Sorbet Classic Ink Pad.•
Stampin' Dimensionals, Multipurpose Liquid Glue, Champagne Rhinestone Basic Jewels.•

Pieces and Parts:
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Make the cuts:

Cut a card base 4 1/4" x 11" and score at 5 1/2". Burnish the score line.•
Cut a Basic White card layer 3 3/4" x 5".•
Cut a Basic White strip 3/4" x 5". This is for the flower die cut border.•
Cut a Petal Pink cardstock strip 3/4" x 5". This piece goes under the white die cut border.•
Cut a Basic White layer 2 1/8" x 3 5/8". This is optional. It's for the center floral DSP panel.•
Cut a Basic White strip 5/8" x 4 3/8". This is optional. It's for the gingham pattern DSP 
vertical strip over the floral layer.

•

Cut another Basic White piece for the die cut tea cup die. (A 2 1/2" square is plenty).•
Cut a Sweet Sorbet 2 1/2" cardstock square for the die cut teacup.•
Cut a 3 3/4" square piece of Petal Pink and White patterned paper for the top of the card 
layer. This will be trimmed diagonally on one end.

•

Cut the floral patterned DSP layer 2" x 3 1/2".•
Cut the gingham patterned DSP strip 1/2" x 4 1/4".•
Die cut or punch a 2 1/4" circle with Petal Pink cardstock.•

Assemble the pieces:

Set aside your card base. We'll attach the element layer to the base later.•
Take your Petal Pink and White 3 3/4" square piece of patterned paper . Make a light pencil 
mark on the right side at 2 1/4" from the top.

•

Using your Paper Trimmer, place the pencil marks on top of the cutting groove.•
Making sure the bottom corner is also in the cutting groove, cut the piece diagonally from the 
pencil mark to the corner. See photo below.

•

Attach this layer to the top of the 3 3/4" x 5" Basic White layer.•
Attach the flower die cut Basic White border strip to the top of the Petal Pink border 
cardstock strip.

•
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Ashere this strip across the Petal Pink DSP and Basic White layer. See the photo below.•

Turn the layer to the wrong side and trim the strip on each side even with the edges of the 
layer.

•

Adhere the floral patterned DSP layer to the Basid White layer. (If you chose to cut a mat 
layer for this piece).

•

Ashere the gingham pattern DSP strip to the Basic White mat layer strip. (If  you chose to cut 
a mat layer for this piece).

•

Attach the floral DSP layer to the card layer front as shown below.•
Attach the gingham strip with Dimensionals to the floral pattern layer as shown below. Use 
one Dimensional at the top of the strip and one at the bottom. You can run a line of glue 
down the middle.

•

Attach the Petal Pink die cut circle with Dimensionals as follows: Turn the circle to the wrong 
side, add two Dimensionals on the right side of the circle and a line of glue or adhesive to the 
left. See photo below.

•
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Die cut a Sweet Sorbet tea cup and Basic White overlay for the the tea cup.•
Adhere them together and attach the tea cup to the Petal Pink circle.•
The three white flower shapes are the die cut pieces from the die cut border. This die is from 
the Build A Butterfly Dies.

•

Stamp the "enjoy" sentiment (from the Cup of Tea stamp set) with Sweer Sorbet ink.•
Add a Champagne Rhinestone to embellish.•
Attach the completed element layer to the card base front with glue or Stampin' Seal.•

Lots of pieces, but very easy to put together. I hope you enjoy this tutorial. 

Thanks for creating with me.

 

Design Tips:

There's a pattern repeat -  the Petal Pink DSP top layer, the white die cut flowers on the 
circle and the Petal Pink die cut flowers in the border strip. Interesting, right?

•

There's "symmatry".  The element cluster is in the middle of two border flower die cuts. •
Rule of Thirds is here. Three layers in the center cluster, three flowers on the circle.•
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Cup Of Tea Bundle 
(English) - 158667

Price: $45.00

Add to Cart

Build A Butterfly 
Dies - 159119

Price: $31.00

Add to Cart

Layering Circles 
Dies - 151770

Price: $35.00

Add to Cart

Tea Boutique 6" X 
6" (15.2 X 15.2 
Cm) Designer 
Series Paper - 

158659

Price: $12.00

Add to Cart

Petal Pink 8-1/2" X 
11" Cardstock - 

146985

Price: $9.25

Add to Cart

Sweet Sorbet 8-
1/2" X 11" 

Cardstock - 
159268

Price: $9.25

Add to Cart

Basic White 8-1/2" 
X 11" Cardstock - 

159276

Price: $10.25

Add to Cart

Sweet Sorbet 
Classic Stampin' 

Pad - 159216

Price: $8.00

Add to Cart

Champagne 
Rhinestone Basic 
Jewels - 151193

Price: $6.00

Add to Cart

Multipurpose 
Liquid Glue - 

110755

Price: $4.00

Add to Cart

Stampin' 
Dimensionals - 

104430

Price: $4.25

Add to Cart

Paper Trimmer - 
152392

Price: $25.00

Add to Cart
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